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Church History #4:  
Union of Church & State – Revival 
of Imperialism and Latin-Teutonic 
Christianity   
After the fall of the Roman Empire to the Barbarians the church was 
faced with holding together society and preserving culture.  The bishop of 
Rome now held both temporal and spiritual power.  Monasteries became 
the means of preserving culture and education. 

1. Origins 

 Monasticism began in Egypt, when in 270 Anthony of Thebes sold 
all his possessions, gave the money to the poor, and withdrew to 
a cave to take up a life of meditation.  His life of holiness gave him 
a reputation and others went to live near him in numerous caves.  
Many followed his example and monasticism soon spread rapidly 
from Egypt over the entire East.   

2. Rule of Benedict 

 Benedict shocked by the vice of Rome retired to live as a hermit in 
the mountains east of Rome.  In 529 he founded the monastery of 
Monte Casino, which lasted till WW2.  He developed a plan of 
organization, work, and worship – his Rule.  This Rule emphasized 
poverty, chastity, work, and obedience.  It became the universal 
standard for the Middle Ages. 

3. Contributions 

 Monasticism, in its purest form, was a testimony against the 
immorality of the cities.  The contributions made by the monk still 
affect society today.  It was a source of hospitality to the traveler, 
healing to the sick, education to the masses, refuge for the 
outcast of society, and advancement in agriculture.  Monasteries 
helped to keep scholarship alive during the Dark Ages.  Monks 
preserved for posterity literature & culture by collecting, 
translating, and copying precious manuscripts.  Without 
monasticism, there would have been very little ministry training 
and missionary activity during the Middle Ages 

4. Shortcomings 

 The monasticism that became prominent in the Middle Ages 
focused on saving one’s own soul and keeping himself unstained 
from the world.  Too often monasticism pandered to spiritual 
pride and nourished a religious fanaticism, promoting a 
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righteousness of works and a legal religion.  It made the great 
issue of Christianity not the transformation of man, but the 
abandonment of the world. 

5. Influence on the Western Church 

 Monasticism aided the rapid development of hierarchical, 
centralized organization within the church with ultimate 
allegiance to the pope. 

CHARLEMAGNE AND THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE 
Charlemagne or Karl der Grosse (742-814) built an empire that included 
most of western and central Europe. 

1. Charlemagne united most of the Christian lands of Western Europe 
(except parts of Spain, southern Italy, and the British Isles).  He 
instituted important legal reforms, codifying laws and incorporating 
them into the ordinances of the empire.  He was the prototype of a 
Christian king and emperor throughout the Middle Ages.  

2. Charlemagne was liberal to the clergy, giving them tithes and 
appointing worthy bishops and abbots.  But he was also bloodthirsty.  
He once beheaded in cold blood 4,500 prisoners in one day.  

3. The Carolingian Renaissance ended the cultural stagnation prevalent 
since the Western Roman Empire fell in 476.  Charlemagne brought 
the best minds of his day to his court and commissioned them to 
establish centers of learning.  This vast educational policy helped to 
unify a huge empire of several languages.  The handwriting devised 
during this period is the ancestor of the modern printed alphabet.  

 
4. For thirty years, he waged a war of extermination against the Saxons.  

Charles saw the resistance of the Saxons who had converted to 
Christianity and signed a treaty of allegiance as high treason and 
religious apostasy requiring the severest punishment.  He attacked 
and subdued the Saxons at least eighteen separate times, but they 
continued to rise until they were finally vanquished in 804.  

5. While celebrating Christmas mass in 800, Pope Leo III crowned him 
head of the Holy Roman Empire.  This act controlled the history of the 
Middle Ages.  It raised questions on the relation between these two 
sovereignties, and the limits of jurisdiction of each that would 
become the struggle of centuries.  The human dream of the unity of 
men and a theocracy seemed to be realized.  The universal spiritual 
empire of the papacy over men’s souls now had its temporal/political 
counterpart with Charlemagne ruling over men’s bodies. 
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GREAT SCHISM  
In 1054, the Western Church at Rome and the Eastern Church at 
Constantinople excommunicated one another and broke all ties, thus 
forming the Greek Orthodox and Roman Catholic Churches. 
 
1. Michael Cerularius became the patriarch of Constantinople in 1043.  

He was angered by the pope’s meddling in the affairs of the Greek 
churches in Italy and ordered the closing of all Latin churches in 
Constantinople.  Pope Leo IX sent a representative to rectify the 
problem and also to ask for military assistance against the Normans 
invading southern Italy.  Cerularius refused Leo’s mandates and the 
papal legate excommunicated Cerularius.  So Cerularius 
excommunicated all in the papal delegation.  The excommunications 
lasted until December 7, 1965, when they were cancelled by Pope 
Paul VI and Patriarch Athenagoras I. 
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2. The schism was caused by ecclesiastical differences and a 
disagreement over theological nuances. The Church split along 
doctrinal, theological, linguistic, political, and geographical lines, and 
the fundamental breach has never been healed, with each side 
sometimes accusing the other of having fallen into heresy and of 
having initiated the division. 

RISE & FALL OF PAPAL POWER 
The kingdom of God (Christendom) was thought to have two arms: the 
spiritual, presided over by the pope, was to have responsibility for men’s 
souls; and the temporal, the emperor, was to have responsibility for the 
physical welfare of men.  Once again the Christianizing of the State leads 
to the Secularizing of the Church.  Such a view was bound to bring 
conflict between rulers of the church and the Teutonic emperors. The 
following mosaic depicts St. Peter with the keys of the kingdom 
bestowing authority on Leo and Charlemagne respectively. 
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1. Ecclesiastical Terms 

 Simony is the practice of paying for clerical offices.  

 Investiture is the practice of investing authority upon a bishop.  
Because bishops had both civil and ecclesiastical authority, there 
was a controversy over who could appoint them – the king or the 
pope. 

 An Interdict is an official censure that excludes a person or region 
from participation in the sacraments and all public religious 
services and frees subjects from obedience to their ruler. 

 Excommunicate is to cut off from communion with the church or 
exclude from the sacraments of the church. 

 Anathematize is to pronounce one accursed or consigned to 
damnation. 

 Absolution is the remission of sin or of the punishment for sin. 
 

2. Pope Gregory VII (1020-1085) removed simony from clerical elections, 
enforced clerical celibacy, and eliminated all non-ecclesiastical in-
vestiture of Church offices. 

 Gregory (also known by his real name Hildebrand) was inspired by 
the writings of Augustine, especially The City of God.  Gregory 
believed the Church was the divinely appointed agency for the 
realization of Augustine’s ideal – the establishment of the 
Kingdom of God on earth.  

 Gregory became influential at a time when the Roman nobles 
were trying to regain their power over the papacy.  He not only 
worked to free the Church from bondage to the State, but also 
believed that the State had to be made subject to the Church.  He 
believed that the Church was supreme over secular authorities.  

 Gregory exerted influence on Pope Nicholas II to reform the papal 
election procedure.  Previously popes were selected by Roman 
nobles or German emperors, now a new method was decreed 
which is still in use today.  This new method authorized the 
cardinal bishops to nominate the pope.  Only after the cardinals 
had made their selection were they to seek the approval of the 
clergy and people of Rome.  He fought to establish the authority 
of the papacy over secular rulers. 

 All of this led to his conflict with the Holy Roman Emperor Henry 
IV. Gregory wanted to take the right of investiture away from the 
emperor and give it to the Pope.  Henry IV ignored the Pope’s 
decree and continued to appoint his own bishops.  Gregory 
threatened to excommunicate the Emperor unless he repented.  
Henry called a synod of German bishops that declared that it no 
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longer recognized Gregory as Pope.  Gregory, in turn, declared 
that Henry’s subjects were released from their allegiance to the 
Emperor.  Many of Henry’s subjects were very glad to take 
advantage of Gregory’s proclamation because of Henry’s 
oppressive rule.  The German nobles then demanded that Henry 
achieve reconciliation with the Pope in one year or forfeit his 
throne.  So Henry crossed the Alps in the depth of winter to 
entreat the pope at the castle of Canossa.  Gregory forced Henry 
to stand barefoot in the snow for three days to prove his 
repentance.  When Henry was allowed to enter, he fell to the 
ground, kissed the pope’s feet, and implored his forgiveness.  
Hildebrand granted Henry absolution and lifted the ban of 
excommunication. 

3. During the reign of Innocent III (1160-1216), the papacy reached its 
apex of power.  

 Innocent had an exalted the idea of the papacy, “The Lord gave 
Peter the rule not only over the universal Church, but also the rule 
over the whole world,” and “No king can rule rightly unless he 
devoutly serves Christ’s vicar.” 

 Innocent III: “The pope is entrusted with the dominion of the 
Church and also with the rule of the whole world.  He is at once 
king and priest.  All things in heaven and earth and in hell are 
subject to Christ and so are they also to the pope.” 

 Innocent battled with Phillip II of France, and then King John of 
England. 
o FRANCE: In 1190, Philip’s wife Isabella died.  In 1193, he 

married Ingeborg, sister of Canute IV.  The day after the 
wedding he had the marriage annulled by an assembly of 
bishops.  Three years later he married the daughter of Bertold 
IV of Meran.  When Innocent imposed an interdict on France, 
Philip submitted, pretending to be reconciled with Ingeborg, 
but refusing to cohabit with her. 

o ENGLAND: In 1205, the archbishop of Canterbury Hubert 
Walter died. After two years of political intrigue over who 
should be archbishop, Innocent III procured the election of the 
Roman cardinal Stephen Langton.  John repudiated Langton’s 
appointment, seized the revenues of Canterbury, and 
banished the monks from his kingdom.  John capitulated and 
surrendered England to the papacy. 

 One after another, the princes of Europe acknowledged the Pope 
as spiritual lord.  
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 He controlled the election of the Emperor; initiated a Crusade; 
prevailed over two kings; presided over four Lateran Councils; and 
tried to reunite the Eastern Church by force. 

4. Boniface VIII (1234-1303) challenged Philip IV of France over the tax 
he had levied upon the clergy. 

 The popes were generally successful throughout the thirteenth 
century in maintaining the political power of the Church.  
However, by the fourteenth century, the situation had changed.  
France and England had consolidated into powerful kingdoms, 
unwilling to accept the authority of the Pope.  A new spirit of 
nationalism was at work, causing men to resent the intrusion of 
foreign rulers in their national affairs. 

 Boniface forbade the clergy to pay the tax, and the king cut the 
Pope’s revenue from France.  Boniface excommunicated Philip, 
but the people of France supported their king, and Boniface 
backed down. 

 While Boniface was preparing to excommunicate the king over 
another offense, Philip imprisoned him.  Boniface was soon 
released but died within weeks.  This was the end of the absolute 
papal hierarchy. 

THE DECLINE OF THE MEDIEVAL CHURCH 
Many factors precipitated the decline of the Medieval Church and 
prepared the way for the Reformation. 

1. During the Renaissance, papal morals deteriorated and the Church 
became increasingly secular. 

 Alexander VI (1492-1503) spent his career in immorality and 
political intrigue.  To keep pace with his spending, he created over 
2,000 saleable church offices. 
o Alexander was born Rodrigo de Borgia and was noted for his 

worldliness and excessive corruption.  He was given 
ecclesiastical grants and revenues as a teenager, and after 
studying law at Bologna, was made a bishop.  He had four 
children by his mistress Vanozza Catanei, including Cesare 
Borgia, Machiavelli’s model ruler in The Prince.  Alexander 
divided the New World between Spain and Portugal and sent 
the first missionaries to America. 

 Julius II (1503-1513) was a politician and warrior who spent his 
papacy in military campaigns. 
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 Leo X (1513-1521) took more interest in the revival of pagan 
literature and art than in religion. 
o Leo was born Giovanni de Medici, the son of Lorenzo the 

Magnificent. After assuming the office of pope, Leo said, “God 
has given us the papacy – let us enjoy it.” 

o “So strong was Leo’s love of classical scholarship that it 
seemed to many that he cherished profane literature at the 
cost of the Scriptures, absorbing the skepticism of the 
humanists as well as their learning.  ‘How very profitable this 
fable of Christ has been to us through the ages,’ he remarked 
lightly to a companion after the latter had quoted from the 
Gospels.”1 

2. A fierce anticlericalism developed in reaction to the many papal 
failings of this period. 

The Babylonian Captivity was a period of approximately seventy years 
(1305-1377) when the pope ruled from Avignon in southern France.  
During this period, all the popes were French and the papacy became 
a French institution to do the bidding of the French King.  The city of 
Rome greatly resented the stay of the popes at Avignon, and finally, 
in 1377, the papal court returned to its own city. One year later, 
Gregory XI died and the people of Rome compelled the cardinals to 
elect an Italian, Urban VI.  However, he did not get on with his 
cardinals, who were mostly French, and they soon disowned him, 
elected a new pope, and moved to Avignon.  There were now two 
popes – one in Rome, and one at Avignon.  The princes of Europe 
lined up behind the pope of their choice, and Christendom was split. 
The awe, which for centuries had surrounded the Pope, began to 
diminish and the Papacy fell in popular opinion.  In 1409 a council was 
held in Pisa to heal the Schism.  The Council deposed both popes and 
elected a new one.  However, neither of the popes would give up his 
office, and thus there were now three popes!  Under these confusing 
circumstances, none of the three was fully recognized as pope.  At 
last in 1417, the Council of Constance elected an Italian cardinal as 
Pope Martin V.  The other three popes, weary of the troublesome 
state of affairs, gave Martin their support and so the Roman Church 
once more had one head. 
 

3. The rise of nationalism fueled the desire for self-determination and 
the removal of papal interference.  This nationalism would help 
prepare the way for the Reformation. 

                                            
1 E.R. Chamberlin, The Bad Popes, p. 222. 
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THE CRUSADES 
Until the rise of Islam, the Holy Land was predominantly Christian and 
under the rule of the Byzantine emperors.  The Muslims conquered it in 
the seventh century, but the bulk of the population remained Christian.  
With the passing of the centuries, the fanatical and brutal Turks 
supplanted the Arabs, harassing Christian pilgrims and threatening the 
security of the Eastern Church.  
Pope Urban II, in his sermon at Clermont, said, “Turn against the enemies 
of the Christian name, and count it joy to die for Christ where He died for 
you.”  In response, the multitude shouted, “It is the will of God,” and 
thousands at once declared their willingness to enlist in the service of the 
cross.  Urban promised all crusaders remission of sins and a greatly 
reduced period in Purgatory.  The response of Christian Europe was 
overwhelming.  
 
1. The Crusades were the medieval attempts to recapture the Holy Land 

from Muslim rule.  

 They began in 1095 when Pope Urban II gave his famous speech 
at Clermont.  The first crusade was the only successful one.  Seven 
others followed over the next 200 years until they finally ended in 
1291. 
 

2. The Crusades had three goals: win the Holy Land, check the advance 
of Islam, and heal the schism between the Eastern and the Western 
Church. They failed in all three. 

3. Crusaders were granted special indulgence for sins committed, given 
the reward of eternal life, and allowed the chance to extend their 
reward to loved ones.  

 It was also possible to get rich on a Crusade – although few did. 
 

4. The Crusades radically transformed Europe.  Men returned from the 
East with new food, clothing, and dress, giving commerce an 
immense boost.  Books from the ancient world, by the Muslims, 
entered Europe and sparked increased scholarship.  The Crusades 
also deepened the hatred of the Moslems for the doctrines of 
Christianity.  
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS: 
 
1. What was your understanding of monasticism previous to this class?  

Have your views about monks changed?  Are there any of their 
practices that can enrich your Christian life? 

 
2. What issues facing the Medieval church do you think led to the 

Reformation? 
 
3. Christianity gets criticized a lot for the Crusades.  How would you 

respond to these accusations? 
 

HOMEWORK: 

Read over your notes. Write a paragraph about one lesson you learned 
from this period of the history of the church.  


